Osteocrin, a peptide secreted from the heart and other tissues, contributes to cranial osteogenesis and chondrogenesis in zebrafish
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ABSTRACT

The heart is an endocrine organ, as cardiomyocytes (CMs) secrete natriuretic peptide (NP) hormones. Since the discovery of NPs, no other peptide hormones that affect remote organs have been identified from the heart. We identified osteocrin (Ostn) as an osteogenesis/chondrogenesis regulatory hormone secreted from CMs in zebrafish. ostn mutant larvae exhibit impaired membranous and chondral bone formation. The impaired bones were recovered by CM-specific overexpression of OSTN. We analyzed the paraspinalioid (ps) as a representative of membranous bones. In the shortened ps of ostn morphants, nuclear Yap1/Wwr1-dependent transcription was increased, suggesting that Ostn might induce the nuclear export of Yap1/Wwr1 in osteoblasts. Although OSTN is proposed to bind to NPR3 (clearance receptor for NPs) to enhance the binding of NPs to NPR1 or NPR2, OSTN enhanced C-type NP (CNP)-dependent nuclear export of Yap1/Wwr1 of cultured mouse osteoblasts stimulated with saturable CNP. OSTN might therefore activate unidentified receptors that augment protein kinase G signaling mediated by a CNP-NPR2 signaling axis. These data demonstrate that Ostn secreted from the heart contributes to bone formation as an endocrine hormone.
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INTRODUCTION

The heart is not only an essential pump for circulation but also an endocrine organ that secretes natriuretic peptide (NP) hormones, including atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP; also known as NPPA) and brain (B-type) natriuretic peptide (BNP; also known as NPPB) (Ogawa and de Bold, 2014). Cardiomyocytes (CMs) secrete vascular endothelial growth factor A and angiopoietin 1 to direct coronary vascular development in a paracrine-dependent manner by acting on endothelial cells during cardiogenesis (Arita et al., 2014; Riley and Smart, 2011). Therefore, CMs have the potential to secrete functional peptides, although the main function of CMs is in cardiac muscle contraction. Besides ANP and BNP, no other secretory peptides that function as endocrine hormones have been reported.

The NP family consists of ANP, BNP and C-type NP (CNP; also known as NPPC). These NPs bind to the NPR1, NPR2 and NPR3 family of transmembrane receptors. NPR1 and NPR2 have a guanylate cyclase domain, whereas NPR3 does not. NPR3 functions as a clearance receptor for ANP and BNP or as a Gi-activating receptor (Potter et al., 2006). ANP induces natriuresis in the kidney and relaxation of smooth muscle via NPR1 and NPR2. ANP exerts paracrine/autocrine roles on CMs in the heart, as ANP has recently been reported to regulate CM proliferation in zebrafish (Becker et al., 2014). In contrast to ANP and BNP, CNP is produced in a variety of tissues and organs including the uterus, ovarium, cartilaginous tissues, blood vessels and osteoblasts (Hagiwara et al., 1994; Stepan et al., 1999, 2002; Suda et al., 1996). It characteristically elongates long bones through NPR2 expression on chondrocytes. The physiological relevance of CNP-NPR2 signaling to bone formation is apparent because Cnp (Nppc) knockout mice and Npr2 knockout mice exhibit dwarfism (Komatsu et al., 2002; Tamura et al., 2004). Conversely, the forced expression of CNP and the depletion of Npr3 result in increased bone length in mice (Dauphinee et al., 2013; Kake et al., 2009; Matuskawa et al., 1999).

Bone growth depends on endochondral ossification and intramembranous ossification (Karsenty et al., 2009). The former occurs during growth of the long bones, whereas the latter is found in the calvaria and clavicle. The chondrocyte lineage cells – prechondrogenic cells, proliferating chondrocytes, prehypertrophic chondrocytes and hypertrophic chondrocytes – participating in endochondral ossification respond to BNP and CNP because they express NPR2 receptors (Suda et al., 1998; Yasoda et al., 2004). Therefore, enhancement of BNP/CNP-NPR2 signaling results in the extension of long bones. During intramembranous ossification, osteoblasts differentiated from mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) proliferate and secrete bone matrix, thereby contributing to bone formation in a manner that is independent of chondrocytes (Soltonoff et al., 2009).

Osteocrin (OSTN) is proposed to belong to the NP family as there are similarities in amino acid sequence (Moffatt and Thomas, 2009; Potter et al., 2006). OSTN and musclin were originally identified by signal-sequence trap methods as the same molecule from bone and muscle, respectively (Nishizawa et al., 2004; Thomas et al., 2003). The C-terminus of OSTN seems to be cleaved at 76KKKR79 and 110KKR112 sites. The resulting two fragments OSTN80-109 and OSTN113-130 have amino acid homology to NPs (Moffatt and Thomas, 2009), although neither fragment has the Cys-Cys
signature that is conserved in NPs and is essential for their circular structure. Nonetheless, OSTN is capable of binding to NPR3, thereby hampering the NP clearance activity of NPR3 (Thomas et al., 2003). Consistent with these findings, Ostn transgenic (Tg) mice exhibit extended long bones and kyphosis, presumably owing to the activation of NPR2 found in Bmp (Nppb) Tg mice (Suda et al., 1998; Thomas et al., 2003). The physiological role of OSTN in osteogenesis remains unclear, although it has been shown utilizing Ostn knockout mice to function as a myokine (Subbotina et al., 2015).

In this study, we aimed to search for secretory peptides from CMs of zebrafish and identified Ostn derived from the heart as an endocrine regulator for bone and cartilage. Ostn depletion led to shortening of the parasphenoid (ps), which is regulated by intramembranous ossification, and of the palatoquadrate (pq), which is regulated by chondrogenesis, while Ostn overexpression resulted in elongation of ps and pq. We further investigated how Ostn regulates ps formation, and found that Ostn regulates bone/cartilage formation by modifying CNP-dependent nuclear export of the transcriptional co-factors Yap1 and Wwtr1.

RESULTS

Ostn is expressed in CMs

ANP and BNP produced in the heart induce natriuresis through activation of NP receptors expressed in the renal tubules. Thus, the heart is thought to be an endocrine organ. First, we searched for secretory peptides produced from the heart. To obtain only CMs from the heart, we established two Tg zebrafish (Danio rerio) lines: Tg(myl7:NLSe-mCherry) and Tg(myl7:actn2-tdEos) (Fig. 1A,C, Movies 1 and 2). Both the nuclear localization signal (NLS)-tagged monomeric (m)Cherry and actinin alpha 2 (Actn2)-tandem (td) Eos were seen to be exclusively expressed in the CMs using the cardiac myosin light chain (myl7) promoter when we carefully observed the fluorescence in heart by lightsheet and confocal microscopy. We isolated CMs from the hearts of these two Tg lines by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS). ostn mRNA was expressed in the CMs of larvae of both Tg lines at 72 h post-fertilization (hpf) (Fig. 1B,D). The expression of mRNAs from the CMs was validated by the expression of nppa, myl7 and actc1a. Moreover, genes known to be expressed in CMs, including angpt1, bmp1a and epo, were detected by RNA-seq (Fig. 1B,D).

We then examined the expression of ostn mRNA by whole-mount in situ hybridization (WISH) of larvae at 72 hpf. ostn mRNA was detected in the heart, corpuscles of Stannius (CS) and head (Fig. 2A). ostn mRNA was expressed in the heart where myl7 mRNA was detected. Moreover, the expression of ostn mRNA seemed to be greater in the ventricle than in the atrium (Fig. 2B). The expression of ostn mRNA in the CS was confirmed by WISH of calcium-sensing receptor (casr) (Lin et al., 2014). Although ostn mRNA was exclusively expressed in the heart and CS at 36 hpf, it began to be detected in the head at 72 hpf (Fig. 2B). We examined in detail this expression in the head in brain sections to see whether it overlaps with that of myocytes (myod1), osteoblasts (sp7) and chondrocytes (sox9a). We found no clear overlap between ostn expression and these marker genes (Fig. S1). In addition, we investigated Ostn expression in adult mice (Mus musculus) and embryos by reverse transcription (RT)-PCR. Ostn mRNAs were mainly expressed in bones and muscles in adult mice, whereas subtle expression was detected in both atrium and ventricle of the embryonic mouse heart (Fig. S2A,B). These data suggest the possibility that Ostn secreted from CMs of zebrafish might function as a hormone that affects remote organs, including bones during early embryogenesis, just as mouse OSTN affects bone formation (Moffatt et al., 2007).

Ostn derived from CMs contributes to membranous bone formation

To study the function of Ostn in zebrafish osteogenesis, we developed ostn knockout fish using transcription activator-like effector nuclease (TALEN). TALEN targeting to ostn successfully
deleted 5 bp. The resulting allele encoded 40 mutated amino acids from Phe18 (F), followed by a premature termination codon (Fig. 3A,B). We also developed the Tg(myl7: ostn, hsp70l:EGFP) line, in which Ostn is expressed exclusively in the heart, to investigate the effect of overexpression of Ostn on bone formation.

Fig. 3. Depletion and overexpression of Ostn result in shortening and elongation, respectively, of the parapharyngeal at an early stage. (A) DNA and corresponding amino acid sequence of the ostnncv105 allele. The 5 bp deletion in ostnncv105 leads to the mutation of 40 amino acids followed by a premature termination (asterisk). (B) Genotype of wild-type (+), heterozygous (+/ncv105) and homozygous (ncv105) alleles as confirmed by digestion of PCR products containing a PstI site as indicated in A. (C) Ratio of head length [from the tip of the upper jaw to the caudal part of the Alizarin Red stained notochord (nt)] to body length (from the tip of the upper jaw to the end of the tail) of 7 dpf wild-type (+) or homozygous mutant (ncv105) larvae. Each point indicates data from an individual larva. n, number of larvae examined. (D) Representative images of Alizarin Red staining of 7 dpf larvae of wild type (top), ostnncv105 homozygous mutant (middle) and Tg(myl7:ostn, hsp70l:EGFP) (bottom). Lateral view (left) and ventral view (right), anterior to the left. Arrows and dashed lines indicate the tip and the top of the concave in the caudal part of the parapharyngeal (ps), respectively. (E) Quantitative analyses of cranial bone length of 7 dpf larvae in ostnncv105 and transgenic larvae relative to the mean length of wild-type bones is plotted for entopterygoid (ent), ps (between arrow and dashed line in D), branchiostegal ray (bsr) and cleithrum (cl). (F) Representative images of Alizarin Red staining of 7 dpf larvae of wild type (top), ostnncv105 homozygous mutant (middle) and Tg(myl7:ostn, hsp70l:EGFP);ostnncv105. Views as in D. (G) Quantitative analyses of F. Data were analyzed by Student’s t-test or one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s test. *P<0.05. Error bars indicate s.e.m. Scale bars: 200 µm.

7 dpf. Whereas the ps was shorter in ostnncv105 than in wild-type larvae, other intracranial membranous bones (ent, bsr and cl) were comparable in length among ostnncv105 mutants, Tg(myl7:ostn, hsp70l:EGFP) and wild-type larvae at 7 dpf (Fig. 3D,E). Head length of ostnncv105 larvae remained shorter than in the control at 10 dpf (Fig. S4A). Consistently, the length of all the cranial bones in ostnncv105 larvae was now shorter than in control larvae (Fig. S4B,C).

Next, we examined the effect of ostn knockdown using morpholino oligonucleotides (MOs) on the length of the ps. In ostn morphants, the ps was shorter than in larvae injected with vehicle (Fig. S4D-F). We confirmed that the circulation was unaffected in the ostn morphants (Movies 3 and 4).

To further examine the contribution of Ostn derived from CMs to bone formation, we crossed the Tg(myl7:ostn, hsp70l:EGFP) and ostnncv105 fish. The shortened ps found in ostnncv105 larvae was reversed by the overexpression of Ostn in CMs (Fig. 3F,G). These data suggest that Ostn derived from CMs might contribute to bone formation.

Ostn contributes to endochondral bone formation

We then explored the contribution of Ostn to endochondral bone formation, measuring the length of pharyngeal cartilages, ethmoid plate (ep), trabeculae (tr), Meckel’s cartilage (mc), palatoquadrate (pq) and hyosymplectic (hs) in ostnncv105 larvae (Schilling and Kimmel, 1997). The mc and pq were shorter in the mutant than in the control (Fig. 4A,B). In clear contrast, the ps and hs were longer in Tg(myl7:ostn, hsp70l:EGFP) than in the control. In addition, all except tr were longer in Tg(myl7:ostn, hsp70l:EGFP) than in ostnncv105 larvae.

We attempted to understand the reason why these bones were shortened in the mutant larvae and elongated in larvae overexpressing Ostn. The area of the pq, in which the pterygoid process (pp) was excluded, was smaller in the mutant than in the control (Fig. 4C,D), whereas it was larger in Tg(myl7:ostn, hsp70l:EGFP) larvae. We then counted the number and measured the area of individual chondrocytes including extracellular matrix in the pq (Fig. 4C,E,F). Although the number of cells was comparable between mutant and control, the area of individual chondrocytes was smaller in ostnncv105 larvae and greater in Tg(myl7:ostn, hsp70l:EGFP) larvae.
EGFP larvae than in the control, suggesting that Ostn might be involved in the regulation of endochondral bone formation.

Collectively, our data indicate the contribution of Ostn to both membranous and endochondral bone formation.

**Ostn affects Yap1- or Wwtr1-dependent transcriptional regulation in the parasphenoid**

The ps develops according to intramembranous ossification that requires the maturation of MSCs to osteoblasts. Runx2 is an essential transcription factor promoting the differentiation of MSCs to preosteoblasts (Komori et al., 1997; Long and Ornitz, 2013). Sp7 (osterix) is required for preosteoblast differentiation to mature osteoblasts (Zhou et al., 2010). We examined the promoter activity of these two essential transcription factors.

To observe runx2 promoter-dependent transcription and sp7 promoter-dependent transcription, respectively (Knopf et al., 2011; Spoorendonk, et al., 2008), we developed two Tg lines: Tg(Hsa.RUNX2:GAL4FF-2A-mCherry) in which GAL4FF is expressed under the human (Homo sapiens) RUNX2 promoter; and Tg(Ola.sp7:GAL4FF-2A-mCherry) in which GAL4FF is expressed under the medaka fish (Oryzias latipes) sp7 promoter. These Tg lines were crossed with Tg(UAS:EGFP) and expression of the EGFP reporter compared with that of endogenous runx2a/b and sp7 mRNAs (Fig. S5A,B). EGFP reporter expression in Tg(Hsa.RUNX2:GAL4FF-2A-mCherry);(UAS:EGFP) or Tg(Ola.sp7:GAL4FF-2A-mCherry);(UAS:EGFP) overlapped with the expression domains of endogenous runx2a/b or sp7 mRNA as detected by WISH, indicating that these Tg fish can be used to monitor runx2 and sp7 promoter activity. We compared EGFP fluorescence in larvae injected with vehicle with that of ostn morphants. Fluorescence intensity of the ps was comparable in ostn morphant and control larvae (Fig. 5A), indicating that runx2 and sp7 promoter activity is unaffected by Ostn.

The function of YAP1 and WWTR1 (TAZ) in osteogenesis has been controversial. YAP1 represses RUNX2-mediated transcription (Zaidi et al., 2004). WWTR1 functions as a coactivator for RUNX2 during MSC differentiation to osteoblast (Hong et al., 2005), while osteoblast-specific overexpression of WWTR1 enhances bone formation (Yang et al., 2013). We monitored Yap1/Wwtr1 transcriptional activity in zebrafish using Tg(Ola.sp7:Gal4db-Hsa.TEAD2ΔN-2A-mCherry);(UAS:EGFP) larvae, in which nuclear translocated Yap1 or Wwtr1 induces GAL4/UAS system-driven EGFP expression (Fig. 5B). When ostn was knocked down by MO, Yap1/Wwtr1-dependent transcription was increased (Fig. 5C,D), suggesting that nuclear translocation of Yap1/Wwtr1 is suppressed by Ostn-mediated signaling. Consistent with the results that there was no difference of bone length except the ps in ostn mutants at 7 dpf (Fig. 3E), Yap1-dependent transcription in the op, bsr and ent at 6 dpf was comparable between ostn morphants and control (Fig. S8A,B).

To test whether Yap1 regulates growth of the ps, we overexpressed the constitutively active form Yap1-5SA or the dominant-negative Yap1-Tead interfering peptide (Ytip) (von et al., 2012; Zhao et al., 2007). Larvae expressing Yap1-5SA were selected by crystallin alpha Fig. 4. Ostn regulates the growth of endochondral bone formation. (A) Representative images of Alcian Blue staining of cranial cartilages of a wild-type (ostn+; left), ostn<sup>ncv105</sup> mutant (center) and Ostn-overexpressing [right; Tg(my7:ostn,hsp70l:EGFP) larva at 7 dpf. ep, ethmoid plate; tr, trabeculae; mc, Meckel’s cartilage; pq, palatoquadrate; hs, hyosymphetic. (B) Quantitative analyses of A. Bone length relative to the mean length of wild-type bones is plotted. (C) Representative images of Alcian Blue staining of cartilages of the lower jaw of a wild-type, ostn<sup>ncv105</sup> mutant and Ostn-overexpressing larva at 7 dpf. pp, pterygoid process. (D) Quantitative analyses of the area of the ps of wild-type, ostn<sup>ncv105</sup> mutant and Ostn-overexpressing larvae at 7 dpf. (E) Quantitative analyses of the area of individual chondrocytes in the pq. (F) The number of chondrocytes in the pq. **P<0.01; n.s., no significant difference between two groups. Error bars indicate s.e.m. Scale bars: 200 µm in A; 100 µm in C.
examined the differentiation of preosteoblasts and osteoblasts by the expression of rmux2a/b, sp7 and spp1 mRNAs in ostn<sup>ncv105</sup> mutant larvae. The expression of these genes was comparable between mutant and control larvae (Fig. S6A–D). Furthermore, we analyzed cell proliferation and apoptosis in the ps of ostn morphants and control. When the proliferation of ps cells marked by EGFP was analyzed by EdU incorporation, we found no difference between the two groups (Fig. S7A,C). Using another Tg fish, Tg(Ola.sp7:GAL4FF–EGFP), to directly mark cells in the ps, TUNEL staining revealed that apoptotic cells were barely or undetected in the ps of ostn morphant or control larvae (Fig. S7B,D). In addition, we investigated the maturation of osteoblasts and chondrocytes by the expression of col10a1 mRNA, which is known to be inhibited by Yap1 (Deng et al., 2016). There was no significant difference in col10a1 expression between control and ostn<sup>ncv105</sup> larvae when examined at 4 dpf by WISH (Fig. S6E). However, when examined by quantitative (q)RT-PCR, col10a1 mRNA expression was suppressed in ostn<sup>ncv105</sup> larvae at 7 dpf (Fig. S6F,G).

Since ctfga gene expression is promoted by Yap1 and Wwtr1 (Zhang et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2008), we examined whether Ctfga is involved in ps growth. When Ctfga was overexpressed, the ps was shortened (Fig. S8C,D). By contrast, the ps of ctfga morphants tended to be longer than in control morphants (Fig. S8B,D). Furthermore, we found no difference in expression of ctfga mRNA in the ps of control larvae (Fig. S13D), suggesting the participation of Ctfga in ps growth. We assume that the reason why there was no significant difference in ps length between ctfga morphants and control morphants is because the ctfga morphants exhibiting cardia bifida, in which the expression of ctfga mRNA was greatly reduced, were excluded from this analysis. These data suggest that the Yap1-Ctfga signaling induces shortening of the ps, whereas Osten contributes to growth of bones not by regulating proliferation, apoptosis or differentiation, but presumably by regulating bone matrix via a Ctfga-dependent signal.

**OSTN enhances CNP-dependent nuclear export of Yap1/WWTR1**

We tried to delineate the linkage between OSTN-mediated signal and Yap1/WWTR1 using cultured osteoblasts. CNP regulates differentiation (Varelas, 2014; Zhao et al., 2010). Therefore, we
osteonectin, which was detected by Cy3-conjugated streptavidin (Fig. 6A,B). Osteoblastic MC3T3-E1 cells also bound to OSTN (Fig. S9A,C). Osteoblastic MC3T3-E1 cells also bound to OSTN (Fig. 6A,B). The binding of OSTN to NPR3-EGFP was competitive with CNP (Fig. S9B,C). We further examined how CNP and OSTN affect the localization of YAP1 and WWTR1 in MC3T3-E1 cells. CNP induced nuclear export of YAP1/WWTR1 in a time- and dose-dependent manner (Fig. 7A,B). This dose-dependent nuclear export paralleled an increase in cGMP (Fig. 7C) and reached a plateau when the cells were stimulated with 1 µM CNP. Even when induced with this saturated dose of CNP (1 µM), the nuclear export of YAP1/WWTR1 was enhanced by OSTN, whereas 1 µM OSTN alone did not induce nuclear export (Fig. 7D,E). CNP- and CNP/OSTN-dependent nuclear export of YAP1/WWTR1 was completely inhibited by the protein kinase G (PKG) inhibitor KT5823 (Fig. 7D,E), suggesting that cGMP-PKG signaling, presumably through CNP-activated NPR2, is essential for determining the localization of YAP1/WWTR1.

The consequence of nuclear export of YAP1/WWTR1 was reflected in the reduction of Ctgf mRNA expression when the cells were stimulated with CNP. A greater reduction in Ctgf mRNA was observed in cells stimulated with both 1 µM CNP and 1 µM OSTN, but not in those pretreated with KT5823 (Fig. 7F). Notably, MC3T3E1 cells treated with 1 µM CNP still bound to 0.1 µM OSTN (Fig. 7G,H). The amount of biotin-labeled rat OSTN (0.1 µM) that bound to NPR3 was decreased by either unlabeled rat OSTN or CNP (Fig. S9A-C). Cy3-conjugated streptavidin was detected in MC3T3-E1 cells that were neither treated with unlabeled rat OSTN nor with biotin alone. Biotin-labeled rat OSTN (0.1 µM) binding to MC3T3-E1 cells was not affected by insulin, which was used as a negative control (Fig. S10A,B). Collectively, these data suggest that OSTN can bind to unidentified receptors besides NPR3 in MC3T3-E1 cells. Because we found that endochondral bone formation was regulated by Osn in zebrafish (Fig. 4), we examined the effect of Osn on CNP-dependent localization of YAP1/WWTR1 in mouse chondrogenic ATDC5 cells. CNP induced nuclear export of YAP1/WWTR1 in both a time- and dose-dependent manner in ATDC5 cells, similar to MC3T3-E1 cells (Fig. S11A-D). These data indicate that a CNP-dependent signal induces the nuclear export of YAP1/WWTR1 in chondrogenic cells.

Enhancement of CNP-regulated nuclear export of YAP1/WWTR1 by OSTN depends on an NPR2-PKG signaling axis

We then examined whether CNP-induced nuclear export of YAP1/WWTR1 depends on NPR2. qRT-PCR analyses of Npr2 mRNA in MC3T3-E1 cells treated with siRNA revealed the effective knockdown of Npr2 (Fig. 8A, Fig. S12A). Furthermore, CNP-induced cGMP production, presumably through NPR2, was abolished in Npr2 knockdown cells (Fig. 8B, Fig. S12B). Thus, we tested the effect of a reduction of Npr2 on CNP-dependent nuclear export of YAP1/WWTR1 in the cells treated with these siRNAs. Nuclear export of YAP1/WWTR1 was reduced in the Npr2 knockdown cells (Fig. 8C,D, Fig. S12C,D). Collectively, in osteoblasts, activation of NPR2 by CNP followed by PKG activation results in nuclear export of YAP1/WWTR1.

An increase in Yap1/Wwtr1-dependent transcription, as revealed by the EGFP reporter, in the ps of osten morphants reflected the nuclear localization of Yap1/Wwtr1 (Fig. 5C), suggesting that a similar Npr2-mediated signal is activated in ps formation. The ps was shortened when Yap1/Wwtr1 were localized in nuclei, suggesting that activation of Yap1/Wwtr1 transcription results in shortening of the ps. To test whether an Npr2-dependent signal participates in ps formation, we examined how the reduction of Npr2 expression affects ps formation. Beforehand, we analyzed the expression of npr2, npr3 and nppcl (wufj39g12) mRNAs. WISH analyses revealed that npr2 mRNA is detected in head mesenchyme, pectoral fin bud/pectoral fin, ceratohyal and hyosymplectic. npr3 mRNA was detected in the midbrain-hindbrain boundary and floor plate. nppcl mRNA was also detected in the brain (Fig. S13A-C). The npr2 and npr3 mRNAs were barely detected in the ps of larvae at 5 dpf (Fig. S13D). These...
data suggest that at least Nppcl-Npr2/Npr3 might function in zebrafish, although we failed to detect their expression in the ps. The MOs against npr2 were validated by examining splicing efficiency (Fig. S14A). npr2 morphants exhibited a shortened ps at 5 dpf (Fig. 8E,F). Furthermore, this shortening of the ps was rescued by the injection of npr2 mRNA into the larvae at 7 dpf (Fig. S14B,C).

These data indicate that an Npr2-mediated signal is involved in the regulation of bone growth in vivo.

DISCUSSION

We identified Ostn as an endocrine hormone produced in the heart that regulates osteogenesis and chondrogenesis in zebrafish. Besides ANP and BNP, no endocrine hormones affecting remote organs have been reported for the heart. Although OSTN is proposed to belong to the NP family, it lacks the cysteine residues that render itself circular via a disulfide bridge that is conserved among the NP family members ANP, BNP and CNP (Potter et al., 2006; Riley and Smart, 2011). In addition, OSTN binds to NPR3 but not NPR2, thereby augmenting CNP-dependent NPR2 activation by inhibiting clearance of CNP in chondrocytes but not in osteoblasts (Moffatt et al., 2007). In agreement with this notion, our data suggest that Ostn contributes to both membranous bone formation and endochondral bone formation by inducing nuclear export of Yap1/Wwtr1. The present data also suggest that Ostn activates an unidentified receptor to regulate osteogenesis in zebrafish. Therefore, we provide evidence that the heart secretes a novel peptide regulating bone formation, although it is unlikely to belong to the NP family.

We found that membranous bones and endochondral bones were shortened in ostnncv105 mutant larvae. At the early stage, Ostn specifically affected the growth of the ps among the cranial bones that develop according to intramembranous ossification. The ps develops earlier than other bones (Verreijdt et al., 2006) and so we could detect its shortening at an early stage (7 dpf). At the later stage, the other membranous bones were also shortened. Furthermore, cartilages were

Fig. 7. OSTN enhances CNP-induced nuclear export of YAP1/WWTR1 in MC3T3-E1 cells. (A) Representative images of anti-YAP1/WWTR1 immunostaining and DAPI staining of MC3T3-E1 cells stimulated for 60 min with CNP at the doses indicated. (B) Quantitative analyses of nuclear export of YAP1/WWTR1 in A using four sets of cells. In each set, more than 100 cells were analyzed for immunoreactivity of YAP1/WWTR1. (C) Measurement of cGMP in MC3T3-E1 cells stimulated with CNP at the doses indicated for 15 min. (D) Representative images of anti-YAP1/WWTR1 immunostaining and DAPI staining of MC3T3-E1 cells pretreated with or without the PKG inhibitor KT5823 (1 µM) and stimulated for 60 min with CNP (1 µM) and Ostn (1 µM) as indicated on the top. Arrows indicate cells exhibiting cytoplasmic localization of YAP1/WWTR1. (E) The nuclear export of YAP1/WWTR1 in cells under the condition described in D were analyzed similar to B. (F) Ctgf mRNA expression analyzed by qRT-PCR using mRNAs obtained from MC3T3-E1 cells stimulated with the peptides and treated with KT5823 as indicated for 120 min. (G) Competitive binding of OSTN with CNP to MC3T3-E1 cells was analyzed by flow cytometry. The binding of OSTN-B in the presence of CNP to MC3T3-E1 cells is shown in the form of dot plot data. (H) Quantitative analyses of G. *P<0.05, **P<0.01; n.s., no significant difference between two groups. Error bars indicate s.e.m. Scale bars: 50 µm.
shortened. These data suggest that a common signaling pathway regulates the growth of both bone types. Mammalian chondrocytes express Runx2 and Col10a1, and zebrafish osteoblasts express these genes (Li et al., 2009). We noted no alteration of runx2 expression in ostenncv105 larvae. Therefore, an Ostn-mediated signal might be involved in promoting the expression of genes essential for bone matrix apposition.

OSTN augments the CNP-dependent nuclear export of YAP1/WWTR1 in osteoblasts and chondrocytes. It is of note that CNP induces the export of YAP1/WWTR1 in these cells. There have been no reports that NPs regulate the localization of YAP1/WWTR1. Inhibition of PKG inhibited the export of YAP1/WWTR1. Although protein kinase A, another Ser/Thr kinase, is reported to determine the localization of YAP1 through LATS kinase (Iglesias-Bartolome et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2013), PKG-dependent regulation has not been reported.

OSTN Tg mice exhibit elongated bones and kyphosis, which are also found in Bnp Tg, Cnp Tg and Npr3 knockout mice (Jaubert et al., 1999; Kake et al., 2009; Matsukawa et al., 1999; Yasoda et al., 2004). Elongation of bones is ascribed to modulation of CNP-NPR3 signaling by OSTN in chondrocytes (Moffatt et al., 2007). OSTN binds to NPR3 and is proposed to inhibit clearance of CNP, resulting in augmentation of a CNP-dependent signal. Notably, OSTN augmented YAP1/WWTR1 nuclear export at a saturating concentration of CNP for NP receptors. These results suggested that OSTN binds to an unidentified receptor to modulate CNP-dependent signaling downstream of NPR2, as OSTN itself did not induce nuclear export of YAP1/WWTR1 in osteoblasts. We need to identify the OSTN-specific receptor in order to clearly delineate the OSTN signaling that is not through NPR3.

The role for a YAP1/WWTR1-dependent signal in osteogenesis remains controversial. WWTR1 regulates the differentiation of MSCs to osteoblasts (Hong et al., 2005). On the one hand, overexpression of WWTR1 in mice leads to an increased bone mass via RUNX2-dependent transcription (Yang et al., 2013). On the other hand, YAP1 binds to RUNX2 to represses its transcriptional activity (Zaidi et al., 2004). One group reports that fibroblast growth factor 2 (FGF2) downregulates WWTR1 in MC3T3-E1 cells to induce their proliferation (Eda et al., 2008), whereas another group demonstrated that FGF2 induces the differentiation of osteoblasts (Byun et al., 2014). Therefore, it is still controversial how YAP1/WWTR1 function in osteoblasts after their differentiation from MSCs in vivo. Proliferation, differentiation and apoptosis of osteoblasts are not altered in ostn morphants. However, chondrocytes were smaller in ostn mutants than in the control, suggesting that a Yap1/Wwtr1-mediated signal might participate in bone matrix deposition or mineralization. Expression of Col10a1 mRNA was decreased in ostenncv105 larvae at 7 dpf. Because mRNAs were prepared from whole larvae, it is unclear whether this decrease was attributable to that in osteoblasts or chondrocytes. Expression of Col10a1 has been reported to be transcriptionally inhibited by Yap1 (Deng et al., 2016), and our results are consistent with this.

CTGF-dependent bone formation appears to be complicated. While Ctgf-deficient mice show impaired chondrocyte proliferation and matrix composition in the hypertrophic chondrocytes (Ivkovic et al., 2003), overexpression of CTGF from the osteocalcin promoter results in impairment of osteoblast activity due to decreased mineral apposition (Smerdel-Ramoya et al., 2008). However, another study reports that CTGF-deficient osteoblasts...
Fish line was provided by K. Kawakami (National Institute of Genetics, Japan; described in the supplementary Materials and Methods. The 342 FACS and RNA-seq Transgenic zebrafish lines and the Tg and mutant fish lines are listed in Table S1.

Construction of Tol2-based plasmids used to establish Tg zebrafish lines is performed according to the guidelines of the institute. Embryos and larvae were staged by hpf at 28°C (Kimmel et al., 1995).

Plasmids were transfected into zebrafish embryos using the microinjection method described in the supplementary Materials and Methods.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Zebrafish husbandry
Zebrafish were maintained under standard conditions (Westerfield, 2007). Experiments using zebrafish were approved by the Institutional Animal Committee of the National Cerebral and Cardiovascular Center and performed according to the guidelines of the institute. Embryos and larvae were staged by hpf at 28°C (Kimmel et al., 1995).

Plasmids
Construction of Tol2-based plasmids used to establish Tg zebrafish lines is described in the supplementary Materials and Methods. Primers for cloning are listed in Table S1.

Tg and mutant fish lines
Transgenic zebrafish lines and the ostn<sup>ncv105</sup> mutant line were established as described in the supplementary Materials and Methods. The Tg(UAS:EGFP) fish line was provided by K. Kawakami (National Institute of Genetics, Japan; Asakawa et al., 2008). Primers for genotyping are listed in Table S1.

FACS and RNA-seq
mCherry-positive or tdEos-positive cells were isolated by FACS (see the supplementary Materials and Methods) from Tg(myl7:NLS-mCherry) or Tg(myl7:actn2-tdEos) larvae, respectively. The isolated cells were subjected to RNA-seq analyses as described in the supplementary Materials and Methods.

RT-PCR
Total RNA was isolated from zebrafish larvae, mouse organs or mouse MC3T3-E1 cells for RT-PCR of cDNA as described in the supplementary Materials and Methods. RT-PCR primers are listed in Table S1.

WISH
Zebrafish embryos and larvae at 1–4 dpf were hybridized with digoxigenin-labeled antisense RNA probes as described in the supplementary Materials and Methods.

Bone staining
Zebrafish larvae at 5–10 dpf were stained for membranous bones with Alizarin Red S and for cartilage with Alcian Blue 8GX as described in the supplementary Materials and Methods.

Microinjection of MOs and mRNA
For gene knockdown, one-cell stage zebrafish embryos were injected with ostn, npr2, ctgfa or control MOs. For protein overexpression, mRNA was injected into one-cell stage zebrafish embryos. For details see the supplementary Materials and Methods.

Cell culture and siRNA-mediated knockdown
Mouse MC3T3-E1, ATDC5 and human HEK293T cells were cultured, and transfections with plasmids or siRNAs (Table S2) were performed, as described in the supplementary Materials and Methods.

Microscopy, image processing and movies
Larvae were anesthetized and mounted in 1% low-melting agarose on a 35 mm diameter glass-base dish (Asahi Techno Glass) as previously described (Kashiwada et al., 2015). Fluorescence images were recorded with a FV1000 or FV1200 confocal microscope with 20× water objective lens (XLUMPlanFL, 1.0 NA) or a FV1000PME multi-photon microscope with 25× water objective lens (XPLan, 1.05 NA) (all Olympus). Images were processed with FV10-ASW 4.1 software (Olympus) and analyzed using Imaris 7.7.1 software (Bitplane). Head length was measured using a stereo microscope as described in the supplementary Materials and Methods. Larval heart beat was recorded by lightsheet microscopy or in brightfield movies as described in the supplementary Materials and Methods.

OSTN binding assay
Streptavidin-conjugated Cy3 was incubated with biotin-labeled rat OSTN to form OSTN–SA–Cy3. HEK293T cells expressing NPR3-EGFP or EGFP and MC3T3-E1 cells were suspended, incubated with OSTN–SA–Cy3, and fluorescence intensities measured by FACS as described in the supplementary Materials and Methods.

Apopotosis and cell proliferation assays
Apoptotic cells in 6 dpf zebrafish larvae were assessed by TUNEL assay, and the proliferation of cells in 5 dpf zebrafish larvae was analyzed by EdU incorporation, as described in the supplementary Materials and Methods.

Immunocytochemical analyses
MC3T3-E1 and ATDC5 cells were subjected to immunocytochemistry with anti-YAP1/WWTR1 antibody (Santa Cruz, sc-101199) at 1:300 as described in the supplementary Materials and Methods.
Quantitative analyses of fluorescence
To quantify Yap1/WWT1 transcriptional activity in zebrafish membranous bone, confocal stack fluorescence images of EGFP and Alizarin Red in the membranous bone regions of Tg(Uas:EGFP) fish; Gary Felsenfeld (National Institutes of Health, USA), Hiroshi Nishina (Tokyo Medical and Dental University, Japan) and John Kwauk (University of Michigan, USA) for valuable materials; Manami Sone, Keiko Hiratomi, Wakana Koeda, Mayumi Ueda and Tomo Babazono for excellent technical assistance; and Eri Okamoto and Shigemi Toyoshima for fish care. We are grateful to the National BioResource Project from MEXT, Japan for several fish lines.
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